
Driver Education Range and Road Disclosure

Student Name:_______________________________
Date:_______________________________

Range Overview and Rules:
1.) Be Punctual! Don’t be afraid to be 5 minutes early.
2.) Range will consist of 12 hours in the car (6 observing and 6 driving.)
3.) If at any time you don’t know where you are going or what you are doing, please stop your car

and ask your instructor questions.
4.) We are not in a hurry to do anything on the range. Slow down and do it right and ask questions if

needed. This will help prevent an accident. Rushing or hurrying increases your chances of a car
accident.

5.) Safety on the range is mandatory! There are 2 sets of eyes in the car, please make sure you are paying
attention to help prevent an accident. If needed, use your horn to communicate with other drivers. This
will help to prevent an accident. UNDER THE INSTRUCTOR'S DISCRETION, ANY UNSAFE
ACT OR RECURRING SAFETY PROBLEM(S) COULD LEAD TO BEING DISMISSED
FROM RANGE. IF THIS HAPPENS, YOUWILL HAVE TO REPAY $25 TO TAKE RANGE
AGAIN.

6.) You need to make an individual effort to understand and develop proper driving skills while in the
range, by LISTENING to feedback given by the instructor and your peers. This will help to prevent an
accident.

7.) SEAT BELTS ARE NOT OPTIONAL! Failure to comply with this simple task will result in being
kicked out of the range session and being put back on the list without a refund.

8.) No electronic devices are permitted while driving! The driver should be driving with two hands without
distractions. This also includes students observing. Phones need to be put away as much as possible. If
you need to be reminded of this multiple times you will fail range and have to repay to take range. This
will help to prevent an accident.

9.) STOP at the stop lines! Don't stop like your parents (sorry parents). You need to train yourself to come
to a COMPLETE stop. There’s no such thing as a rolled stop. You either stop or don’t stop. A
complete stop consists of feeling your car roll backwards. Why do you need to build the habit of
coming to a complete stop? If you stop over the stop line three times and or have three rolled stops you
automatically fail your road skills test. After your 6th hour of range and if you stop over the stop 3
three times, you will fail range and have to repay and retake range. You need to build up good
habits.

10.) Know and review yielding principles at stop lines and or stop signs. Basically, whoever stops first
has the right of way. If you stop at the same time as someone else the person on the right has the ROW.
If you are at a stop line and the other lane of traffic is not at a stop line you have to yield the ROW no
matter what. That could be for 30 seconds, 2 minutes, 1 hour etc….. This will help prevent an
accident. After your 6th hour of range and if you fail to yield the right of way 3 times, you will fail
range and have to repay and retake range. You need to build up good habits.

11.) SPEED LIMIT! Max speed at any time is 7-10 mph unless you are at Station #1, Figure 8’s.
Station #1 is a max of 5 mph. 3 strikes and you’re out! If you need to be reminded about your
speed 3 or more times, you will fail range and repay and take range again. This will help to prevent
an accident!

12.)Following distance on the range is 3 seconds or 3 car lengths (unless you are at a stop line.) Be
respectful of your peers. No tailgating! This will help prevent an accident.

13.)Every time you get into the car, adjust your seat and your mirrors! Check the brake/gas pedal position.
This will help prevent an accident.

14.)Drive using two hands. 10&2 or 9&3 etc…
15.)Drive with only your RIGHT foot. We only use our left foot in a manual transmission car.



16.)DO NOT eat or drink in our range cars. Both are a distraction for the driver and observer. This will help
prevent an accident.

17.)There’s no range makeup time for range. Be on time and show and show up all 12 hours. You will be
added to another range session and possibly have to pay again if you cannot attend all 12 hours. Contact
your range instructor if there is an unavoidable conflict.

18.)Failure to show up to range will result in you being dropped from this session. Contact your range
instructor if there is an unavoidable conflict.

19.)Instructions throughout range will be given through the walkie talkie instruction. If you fail to listen to
the orders given, then you will be removed from this Range session.

20.)If using walkies, then keep them close, and the passenger should be the one communicating with the
instructor. Don’t let the walkie become a distraction! This will help prevent an accident.

21.)A map of the Range will be provided and you must follow the directions given and be performing the
correct maneuvers at your assigned time to make things run smoothly for everyone.

22.)We will be using the REMIND APP to communicate. Open the Remind APP or your text message on
your phone and enter this number:_________________________ as the number and text back this
message; __________________________.

23.) There is no test for range. You pass range by performing well and or showing
improvement/competency with the range maneuvers along with serving your 12 hours. As mentioned
above, there are many ways to fail range, based on your performance, and or accumulating 3 TOTAL
STRIKES.

Road Overview and Rules:
1. Be as flexible as possible. We have many students that need to drive and/or be scheduled to drive.

Scheduling can be difficult.
2. The road sessions will consist of 6 hours in the car; 3 behind-the-wheel (BTW) training and 3 hours of

observing. Your 6 hours of road does not include your road skills test. Your skills test will be
another session, and with a different instructor.

3. Driving on the road will be determined by birth date, and/or permit issue date, and also range conduct.
4. You need at least 25+ hours of road experience with your parents before you drive with the instructor.
5. Most sessions are two-hour sessions. One hour driving and one hour observing.

a. 2-hour sessions = 3 total days of road
b. You will take your skills test AFTER you have completed your 6 hours of road.

6. Your permit must be current and you must have it with you to participate on the road.
7. You can be responsible for the costs of an accident for failure to follow the rules.
8. Missing a road session or canceling within 24 hours will result in the student paying the Finance Office

$38 to make up the day. The receipt needs to be brought by the student when he or she drives again.
Please inform me at least 24 hours in advance if you cannot drive during your scheduled time or you
will have to pay another $38 to the Finance office before we drive again.

9. By State rules, if you do not pass your driving test the first time, you will need to reschedule your time
to test again, at the instructors’ convenience. After 2 failed attempts, you will need to reschedule at the
DLD to do your road test.

10. There are 4 major rules of the road:
a. You will Buckle Up
b. You will drive with 2 hands
c. You cannot drive distracted (phones, food, etc.)
d. You must listen and follow the instructors’ directions at all times.

Student Signature: _________________________________________________ Date:___________

Parent Signature:___________________________________________________ Date:___________


